ABSTRACT Structured spaces or differential spaces are a generalization of the concept of smooth manifolds. Let ( , , ) be a structured space in the sense of Mostow and let ∶ ( , , ) → where is arbitrary, be a surjective function. There is a unique differential structure on determined by called the final, or identification differential structure, and the space then called the final structured space . In this paper, we will study structured subspaces of the final structured space ( , ). The case when the subspace of the space ( , ) is open is studied; and we prove that this subspace is also final. Some related concepts are defined and important properties are proved.
INTRODUCTION
Structured spaces or differential spaces are a generalization of the concept of smooth manifolds (Heller & Sasin, 1995b; Mostow, 1979) . A structured space in the sense of Mostow is defined to be a topological space with a sheaf of continuous real-valued functions which are closed with respect to composition with smooth Euclidean functions (Heller & Sasin, 1995; Mostow, 1979) . Let ( , , ) be a structured space in the sense of Mostow and let ∶ ( , , ) → where is arbitrary, be a surjective function. There is a unique differential structure on determined by called the final, or identification, structured space (Bulati & Ahmed, 2007) .
In this paper, we will define and study final structured subspace of the final structured space ( , ); where this differential structure will also be final. We shall define some related concepts and prove some results concerning them.
PRELIMINARIES
Differential structures in the sense of Mostow are defined as follows.
Definition 2.1. (Heller & Sasin, 1995b; Mostow, 1979) (Heller & Sasin, 1995b 
A structured subspace of a structured space is defined as follows (Heller & Sasin, 1995b; Mostow, 1979) . Definition 2.3. Let ( , , ) be any structured space and let ( , ) be a topological subspace of ( , ). Then
is called a structured subspace of ( , , ); where = ( | ) and
Definition 2.4. (Heller & Sasin, 1995b; Mostow, 1979) Let ( , ) and ( , ) be structured spaces. A continuous mapping h : M → N is said to be smooth provided
Definition 2.5. (Gruszczak et al., 1988) Let ( (Dugundji, 1966) . In this case, ( , ) can receive two differential structures : (1) , that as structured subspace of ( , ); and (2) the final differential structure F with respect to the surjection 1 ∶ −1 ( ) → . Now, we will proof that the final differential structure F with respect to 1 and structured subspace of ( , ) coincide.
First, we have the following result. Proof. Obviously, the map 1 is continuous (see (Dugundji, 1966) ). Let ℎ ∈ ( ). For each point
there exists a neighborhood of 1 ( ) and a section and the sheaf / given by
for ∈ / , where : → is the canonical projection of the point onto its equivalent class (Heller & Sasin, 1995a) .
The sheaf / is the final differential structure on ( / , / ) with respect to , and ( / , / , / ) is called the quotient structured space (Heller & Sasin, 1995a ). Obviously, both 1 , 2 are continuous (see (Dugundji, 1966) The quotient space / is the space with identified to a point , for ∈ (see (Dugundji, 1966) with respect to | , 1 .
CONCLUSION
The study has shown some cases in which structured subspaces of final structured spaces are also final.
Interesting future studies and more properties can be investigated. Final mapping of structured spaces might be studied for special maps or special topological spaces. Closed subspaces might also be studied to show in which cases these subspaces are also final.
